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*New* Easy Clickbank Affiliate Store Instant Site Software with Master Resell Rights! + Bonu$ * Instantly

creates a directory of every single product sold on ClickBank.coms marketplace. * It takes the latest

ClickBank XML file (so that your directory stays fresh with the latest products) and imports it into its

database. * Allows you to have fast categorization and searching * Embeds your ClickBank affiliate ID to

each and every one of the links to the products! * SEO friendly as it uses mod_redirect and appears as if

its completely static! Plus more....so much more! Simply Put, Theres No Product Support Hassle, Delivery

Errors..... While You Earn Up To 75 Commissions! Do you know ClickBank? Yes, ClickBank! Its a

company that sells digital products any webmaster can promote and make money online. Having your

own ClickBank directory with your affiliate ID automatically embedded seems like a great idea and theres

nothing compared to having 1000s of pages that your visitors can search and find any particular niche. It

sure beats creating a articles that directs to the affiliate site rite? (**sheesh**...1000 products = 1000

articles?...) Now, dont just rush out there to find the next cheapest script available thatll help you with

that....coz Heres some of the wonderful things that this absolutely new tool can do for you! Easy CB Store

is a ClickBank Directory PHP script that: * Instantly creates a directory of every single product sold on

ClickBank.coms marketplace. * It takes the latest ClickBank XML file (so that your directory stays fresh

with the latest products) and imports it into its database. * Allows you to have fast categorization and

searching * Embeds your ClickBank affiliate ID to each and every one of the links to the products! * SEO

friendly as it uses mod_redirect and appears as if its completely static! * Allows you to compliment your

existing sites, as you will be able to define which categories or products that you would like to show

indexed! * Even allows you to pick the top paying, high profits products as your sponsors! * Template

driven with {tags} so that you can decide how your directory looks like! (NOPE! No PHP skills required) *

Every link in your directory is a commision earning link! * Instantly clone the entire ClickBank marketplace

(more than 25000 links all embedded with your affiliate ID) * Does not require MySQL Comes With A

Rebrander And PRivate Label Rights!!!!! This Product Comes With Full Master Resale Rights. Master

Resell Rights! Until next time! Wish you with all the success in the world, from Rosalinda Zamora
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